
Protecting material and nature
with innovation!

Jojojbera CHP MMD developed a conveyor pulley shed with 
the help of scrap structural materials and corrugated sheets. 
This innovation helped save over 1 ton of structural materials 
and protect critical spares from water ingression on the 
pulley, as earlier the pulley was kept out in the open.

Green Heroes: Biswajit Dey, Ram Kumar Singh



Improving 5S levels with scrap!

Helmet stand and housekeeping material storage stand was 
created by using old MS scrap pipe and MS rods. This 
improvisation helped save cost, conserve natural resources 
and also improve the 5S level.

Green Hero: Sukhendu Maity
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Greening the space using waste
materials!
Shibsankar Panda from MMD Haldia made �ower pot 
stand from scrap material that was rejected from boiler 
and other pipelines. This initiative helped recycle 
aesthetically.

Green Hero: Shibsankar Panda

Before After



Catching them young with
Greenolution - by Tata Power IEL
Kalinganagar!
Greenolution is an initiative to spread awareness about the 
importance of tree plantation among school kids.

Employees of IEL-Kalinganagar with Chief –Kalinganagar, 
visited the nearby Govt.primary school to promote tree 
plantation and spread awareness about its impact on the 
environment. 

The little champs at the school enthusiastically participated 
in the initiative and even planted a tree as a small 
contribution towards the greater goal of Tata Power 
Greenolution.

Green Heroes: Subrata Dash and all employees 
of Kalinganagar



Reusing metal scrap to prevent
accidents at Jojobera!

The drain covers at the no mobility zones were barricaded 
with scrap boiler tube pipes. Damaged drain covers were 
spotted and replaced with plates from remote drain covers.

This helped save resources and costs, reuse approx. 600kg 
of scraps and support in reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Green Heroes: V Grover , M K Padhi , Smiti 
Singh and M/S R K Erector


